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T32
Combined surface/thickness planer

England and Wales – MWM Markfield Woodworking Machinery Ltd. – www.mwmachinery.co.uk
Scotland – AWMS Engineering Ltd. – www.awmsltd.co.uk | WS Woodmachinery – www.wswoodmachinery.co.uk

Northern Ireland – Electro Tech Machinery Ltd. – www.electrotechmachinery.com
Republic of Ireland – HIGH-TECH MACHINERY Ltd. – www.high-tech.ie

www.martin.info

The T32 combined surface/thickness planer unites two im-
portant operations in one machine, saving space and bud-
get. It offers maximum functionality in the smallest space. 
Short set-up times between operations make the T32 the 

ideal machine for users who have to contend with limited 
space but still expect solid performance from their machi-
ne. Whatever the requirements you have in your business, 
you’ll find the perfect planer at MARTIN.

T32: Two in one

Hall 9
Stand 303

12 - 15 July 2022

THE Supervisory Board 
of Michael Weinig AG has 
appointed Gregor Baumbusch 
as chief executive officer for 
a further term of office until 
December 31 2027. 

‘This vote is a clear 
recognition of Gregor 
Baumbusch’s previous 
achievements and lends 
valuable continuity to the 
company,’ says chairman of the 
Supervisory Board, Thomas 
Bach.

It is Mr Bach’s firm belief that 
the contract extension will set 
the course for the next five 
years. 

‘We know that the huge 
challenges that lie ahead are in 
the best hands with him and 
we wish him the very best of 
success,’ concludes Mr Bach.

TAKE FIVE!
THE newly launched T32 combined 
surface thicknesser/planer from German 
woodworking manufacturing giant, Martin 
unites two very important operations in one 
machine. 

The T32 in Martin’s newly updated livery 
saves  on space and is priced well within most 
people’s budget.

It offers maximum functionality, with short 

set-up times between operations, making it 
the ideal machine for users who are forced 
to contend with a limited amount of space in 
their workshop, but who still expect a solid 
performance from their machinery.

TWO MACHINES 
IN ONE FROM 

MARTIN

For further information tel Martin on 00 
49 8332 9110.  
Visit www.martin.info

FESTOOL’S UK TOUR
 The tour dates are as follows:
• June 8: Highland Industrial Supplies Ltd, Inverness.
• June 9: Kelvin Power Tools Ltd, Glasgow.
• June 13: West Country Machinery 4 Wood, Saint Austell.
• June 14 Nuts and Bolts Ltd, Weston-super-Mare.
• June 15: D & M Tools Ltd, Strawberry Hill.
• June 16: Brighton Tools and Fixings Ltd, Brighton.
• June 17: FFX, Folkstone.
• June 20: Axminster Tool Centre, Bobbling.
• June 21: Elson’s Ltd, St Albans.
• June 22: D.I.P.T Ltd, Allenton.
• June 23: A One Tools and Fixing (Brighouse) Ltd, Huddersfield.
• June 24: Alan Wadkins Ltd, Darlington.

THE Festool Tour returns this year and will travel across the country showcasing the 
company’s new 18V range and offering innovative demos and expert advice. There is also 
an opportunity to be in with the chance of winning special prizes.

For further information visit www.festool.co.uk/company/events
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For further information tel Leitz on 01279 454530.  
Visit www.leitz.org

LEITZ produces an extensive range of tooling for the 
woodworking industry. Amongst the tooling specialist’s latest 
offering is the Diamaster range.
Diamaster WhisperCut Cutterhead 

The Diamaster WhisperCut is a light and quiet cutterhead 
with PLUS efficiency. Due to its optimised tool body shape 
and low weight, noise pollution during jointing and rebating is 
significantly reduced and the quality of the work place is thus 
improved. 

The resharpenability of the system with replaceable cutting 
edges also guarantees high cost efficiency for every individual 
operator.

The processing of panel material requires light and quiet tools 
at the same time in order to minimise the strain on both man 
and machine as far as possible.

The light and quiet Diamaster WhisperCut offers high cost 
efficiency, reduced set-up times and perfect processing results.

The tool body is made of light metal. Excellent chip collection 
is another useful feature. Cutting edges (up to three times 
resharpenable) can  be realised by Leitz Service.
Diamaster EdgeExpert Adjustable Jointing Cutter

This adjustable jointing cutter provides greater efficiency 
in furniture construction. By adjusting the width of the 
innovative, adjustable diamond jointing cutters from the 
EdgeExpert line, unused cutting areas can be brought into the 
quality forming cutting area of the covered layers.

Perfect machining quality of the panel edges and significantly 
more efficiency in the overall process are possible using this 
Leitz solution.

Furniture panel processing with high quality requirements is, 

in many cases, an economical challenge, due to the variety of 
materials that can be used. 

When jointing the furniture panels, greater wear of the tools 
results in the area of the covering layers and machining quality 
decreases. 

As a result high costs are caused by frequent tool changes and 
excessive stocking on exchangeable tools.

Leitz provides the solution with the help of the innovative, 
adjustable diamond jointing cutters and the EdgeExpert line. 

By adjusting the width of the jointing cutters, unused cutting 
edge areas can be brought into the quality-forming cutting area 
of the covering layers.

Perfect machining quality of the panel edges and significantly 
more efficiency in the overall process are possible with this 
Leitz solution.

The chief benefit of using these adjustable jointing cutters are 
a perfect edge quality, up to 10 times higher tool life, quick and 
easy resetting and high cost efficiency.

The Diameter EdgeExperts feature Hydro-Duo sleeves for 
maximum concentricity and axial run-out accuracy. There 
is RFID chip for automatic tool identification, making these 
cutters particularly suitable for zero joint technology and 
customised solutions.
Compact hogger DT Premium

The compact hogger DT premium offers greater efficiency 
in panel processing. It provides the solution for increasing 
productivity thanks to its long tool life - with perfect quality on 
the edge and cutting surface. 

Thanks to the new tooth shape, optimum machining results 
are achieved over the entire life cycles of the tool. 

The design enables efficient chip removal and the vibration-
reducing tool body further increases the tool life and thus the 
economic efficiency.

 Manufacturers are facing major challenges, due to their 
customers demanding changing quantities, as well as 
requesting a wide variety of carrier and decorative materials to 
be used in panel production.

The new DT Premium compact hogger provides the solution 
for increasing productivity thanks to its long tool life - with 
perfect quality on the edge and cutting surface.

On account of the new tool shape, optimum machining 
results are achieved over the entire life cycle of the tool. 

The design enables efficient chip removal. The vibration-
reducing tool body further increases the tool life and thus the 
economic efficiency.

Benefits include long tool life across a range of materials and 
perfect quality on the edge and machined surface.

There is constant cutting width over the entire tool life cycle. 
Two different tool shapes are available and there is a DFC 
shipbreaker and gullet area, as well as damping element on the 
tool body. 

This diamond tipped compact hogger is up to 15 times 
resharpenable and it is therefore suitable for all conventional 
panel materials.
Resharpening and Tool Repair

Tools like new - this is the philosophy of maximum tool life 
and perfect machining quality throughout the entire life cycle 
of all Leitz tooling products.

The Leitz tool service plays a decisive role here. Taking into 
account the highest quality standards, Leitz is able to re-grind 
tools of every kind and every manufacturer and to supply them 
in  manufacturer quality to the customer - in more than 150 
countries throughout the world.

TOOLING - AS SILENT AS A WHISPER

Leitz is able to 
re-grind tools of 

every kind and 
every manufacturer 
and to supply them 

in  manufacturer 
quality to the 

customer.

The compact hogger DT 
Premium from Leitz offers 
greater efficiency in panel 
processing. It provides the 
solution for increasing 
productivity thanks to its 
long tool life - with perfect 
quality on the edge and 
cutting surface. 

The Diamaster WhisperCut is a 
light and quiet cutterhead. Due 
to its optimised tool body shape 
and low weight, noise pollution 
during jointing and rebating is 

significantly reduced.

The Diamaster EdgeExpert Adjustable 
jointing cutter provides greater 
efficiency in furniture construction.
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FOR the past year, the team at Formed has been working on a plan to 
make warehouse operations even more efficient and environmentally 
friendly, with some initiatives already implemented.

The plan includes a reduction of general waste bin collections each 
week, along with the amount of cardboard waste collections. 

The full fleet of diesel warehouse vehicles has been replaced by fully 
electric models. 

There are also plans in place to fully remove the use of plastic from the 
warehouse and to introduce more environmentally friendly packaging.

‘One of my first objectives was to reduce our cardboard waste 
collection to zero. In order to achieve this, the company invested in a 
cardboard baler, so all waste is compressed and baled and now goes 
to other companies who recycle it for their own use,’ says warehouse 
operations manager, Adam Kowalewski, who is heading up the project.

It’s estimated that four and a half million tonnes of waste wood are 
generated every year in the UK. 

This comes from different sources, including the processing of crates, 
pallets, boxes and cable reels. A large proportion comes from the 
estimated 56 million pallets in the UK that are broken, or which simply 
cannot be re-used.

According to statistics from the Wood Recyclers Association, there 
has been a year-on-year rise in how much waste wood is recycled, or 
reprocessed. 

Waste wood is often turned into new products, such as recycled 
wooden flooring, or garden decking. 

Other uses vary, but the most common are animal bedding, feedstock 
for panel boards and, more recently, there has been a significant rise 
in the amount of waste wood that is converted into biomass feedstocks 

that are burned for energy. Inspired by this, Adam Kowalewski 
discovered a new and unique way of removing and recycling the wood 
generated onsite.

‘Forest School in Lincolnshire is re-using the waste wood and broken 
pallets to create outdoor play equipment for use in all sorts of activities 
for children,’ says Adam.

‘This is a new partnership between Formed and Forest School. They 
will collect all the broken pallets and wood waste from us regularly, free 
of charge,’ he adds.

Designed to develop confidence and self-esteem through experiences 
in a natural setting, Forest School is a child-centred learning process 
that offers a long-term program that supports play, exploration and 
supported risk taking.

‘This is a great initiative for the company to support, whilst also 
allowing us to exceed our target to significantly reducing waste 
materials onsite,’ explains Adam. 

Arriving in the UK from Scandinavia back in 1993, Forest School 
takes place in a woodland, or other natural environment, which 
supports the development of a life-long relationship between the 
learner and the natural world. 

Formed is your dependable partner for cabinet hardware, furniture 
components and consumables serving the kitchen, bedroom and 
furniture Industries, with innovation, supply solutions and dedicated 
people who understand customer needs.

NEWLY FORMED EFFICIENT 
WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS HELP 

TO CREATE AN ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY WORK SPACE FOR 
EMPLOYEES AT FORMED UK

Warehouse 
operations 
manager, 
Adam 
Kowalewski, 
is heading up 
the project at 
Formed UK.

For further information tel Formed UK on 01522 551414.  
Visit www.formed-uk.com

TITUS’S furniture hardware solutions have  been improving 
homes around the world for decades.

They increase the quality and facilitate the assembly of 
furniture, giving a significant competitive advantage to 
manufacturers and improving the consumer experience. 

The company’s most 
popular components are 
the T-type concealed 
hinge, which has a 
tool-free 3Way snap-on 
mounting, as well as 
the Tekform family of 
drawers.

Titus offers a 
comprehensive range of 
hinges for every door. 
The latest innovation, 
the T-type, enables 
time-savings at cabinet 
assembly and assures 
a life-long, consistent 
performance on a wide 
range of doors.

The T-type hinges with 
integrated soft closing 
are suitable for use on a 
wide range of doors with 
thicknesses up to 34mm. 

Their unique 3way 
snap-on mounting system 
makes them exceptionally 

easy to install, even on large, heavy doors with multiple hinges.
The range has recently been extended to include pie-cut 

(bi-fold) hinges for corner cabinets, which fit standard drilling 
patterns and feature a convenient “double lock” opening. 

This means that users can either open just one door leaf to 

gain excellent access into the cabinet interior, or they can fully 
open the doors by locking the hinge cup and make the door 
leaves work as one.

The Tekform family of double wall drawers are simple to 
mount and come with integrated soft closing with a lifelong 

reliable performance. 
Tekform Slimline drawers, the second generation of 

the double wall drawers, have sleek sides and increase 
the interior drawer space.

The Slimline double-wall drawer has now been 
upgraded with a new Tacto touch opening system for 
handleless drawer fronts –  making it an ideal choice 
for kitchens.

Tekform Slimline Tacto drawers incorporate runners 
with an integrated Tacto activator that ensure effortless 
touch opening. 

All components remain the same as the standard 
version, as do drilling and fixing positions. 

This makes it easy to update and enhance existing 
designs to offer convenient and reliable opening of 
drawers with handleless fronts. 

This ensures that the installation is simple and 
precise, which is further supported by a non-handed 
Tacto mechanism that is intuitively placed into the 
correct position without the need for pre-drilling.

IMPROVING PRODUCTIVITY 
AND QUALITY WITH 

CABINET HARDWARE

For further information tel Titus on 01977 682582.  
Visit www.uk.titusplus.com
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LANCASHIRE based Exel CNC has been manufacturing and 
supplying CNC routers for nearly 15 years. One of the largest 
suppliers and most long-standing in the UK, Exel CNC has 
built an enviable reputation built on quality and customer 
service.

The company’s latest range of machinery includes the heavy 
duty M1S series CNC router and the enclosed series CNC 
routing centres.

‘Never before have we been able to bring such capable 
machines to market at such accessible pricing,’ explains Exel 
CNC managing director, Mark Hepworth. 

‘Being first and foremost an automation manufacturer has 
enabled Exel CNC to use their skill and knowledge to develop 
and improve this series,’ he continues.

‘The M1S is unrivalled in its category – a real heavy duty 
CNC router, which features super fast 60m/min rapids, a cast 
Z axis assembly for maximum rigidity, LED status indicator, 
X axis bellow system to stop dirt/dust ingress, powerful servo 
drives, latest hand-held colour controller, platform sizes include 
8m x 4m, 3m x 2m etc. The M1S also comes in auto tool change 

a number of different variants,’ says Mr Hepworth.
‘The enclosed CNC routing centres are something that Exel 

CNC pioneered in the UK over the past 10 years. It came first 
as a dealer requirement to have our machines go into schools, 
they needed the safety aspect and were developed from there.

‘We have CNC machining centres that are enclosed, so why 
not CNC routers. It has several real benefits: it provides a 
physical barrier for the operator with interlocked cabinet. It 
also contains the dust and debris and also reduces the noise 
impact. 

‘The benefits are obvious for those customers seeking 
machines with limited room, clean environments or need 
them for secondary operations. We have 
customers with rows of these machines 
all nicely lined up. 

‘Take our 1313M enclosed CNC router, 
it has a 4ft x 4ft (1,220 x 1,220mm) 
working area with a generous 305mm 
gantry clearance in the Z axis. With 
full servo machine, air cooled spindle, 

vacuum bed, auto tool setter and much more, it offers 
Incredible value for such a machine,’ says Mark.

‘We have a really good distributor network covering all 
industries, it is through our distributors that we implement 
many improvements. We listen to what our customers want 
instead of just selling stock machines, we offer tooling advice, 
production and fixturing assistance. The new series machines 
are already proving a big hit!’ concludes Mr Hepworth.

EFFECTIVE CNC PERFORMANCE 
FROM EXEL FOR A HIGHLY
ACCESSIBLE PRICE POINT

For further information tel Exel CNC on 01282 433688. 
Visit www.exelcnc.com

The 1313M enclosed 
series CNC router.

The M1S is a real heavy duty CNC 
router for maximum rigidity.

The T690S enclosed series CNC router.
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ADHESIVE specialist, Hybond provides manufacturers 
with quality adhesive products and equipment, as well as 
outstanding technical support from its in-house laboratory.

The Hybond team frequently works with those carrying out 
3D pressing (also known as vinyl, or membrane pressing). 
This lamination technique is popular with those producing 
decorative furniture fronts within kitchen production. 

Raw MDF panels are spray-coated with adhesive, dried and 
passed through a press where they are wrapped in decorative 
vinyl foil through exposure to temperature and pressure. The 
results provide many colourful and varied finishes. 

Hybond recognises that 3D pressing is a challenging 
process and has invested heavily in training, equipment 

and laboratory testing protocols, to become 
an industry leading, technically competent 
distributor of 3D pressing adhesives. 

The adhesives
Hybond’s product range includes its own 

core brands under the popular “Xtra” banner, 
as well as being a technical partner for major 
manufacturer, Henkel. 

‘For 3D Pressing, our favoured product is 
Henkel’s Aquence FD 150/6,’ explains Hybond 
technical manager, Dr Karl Kaye. 

‘This solvent-free adhesive offers high heat 
and moisture resistance. It is clean spraying, 
has a low activation temperature and flows 
well when heated to make it particularly 
suitable for use with high-gloss vinyl foils, as 
it will not produce the undesirable “orange 
peel effect” quality issue often encountered 
with alternative products.

‘Furthermore, Aquence FD 150/6 contains 
a pigment that fluoresces when exposed to 
UV light, which means that our technical 
team can inspect adhesive distribution 
on sprayed panels to aid our customers in 

achieving an optimum 
finish,’ says Dr Kaye.
The audit

A popular Hybond 
service is its 3D 
Pressing Audit. Carried out at the site 
of manufacture, the Hybond technical 
team uses an intelligent panel and process 
analysis software to analyse critical points 
of the pressing process in real time as they 
occur within a pressing system.

The dummy panel is fitted with a series 
of sensors and travels through the press 
alongside raw panels for processing. 

The panel communicates live via 
Bluetooth with the analysis software, 

providing instant detailed information about the temperature 
and pressure the bonded panels are being subjected to.

‘Operators of 3D pressing systems will be acutely aware 
of how important it is to achieve precise temperature levels 
during the pressing process in order to avoid quality issues, 
such as bubbling, tearing, and delamination, says Hybond 
director, Ross Dalrymple.

‘Many will be familiar with the use of disposable temperature 
strips for ascertaining heat levels within your system. These 
can be tiresome to use, often giving inaccurate readings and 
restricting the user to limited placement points.

‘The beauty of our intelligent sensor panel is that it travels 
through the press system taking readings throughout, for 
example a vertical reading can be obtained measuring 
the temperature of the foil directly above the panel – the 
temperature at this position is critical, as it will dictate how 
well the heat transfers to bond the foil securely to the exterior 
panel edge. 

‘When we consider end usage of such panels in kitchen 
environments, it is essential that there is no entry point for 
moisture. Therefore the information obtained during our 
audit process has proven to be an essential tool in ensuring 
optimal quality output for our customers,’ he concludes.

SOPHISTICATED 3D PRESSING 
ADHESIVES FROM HYBOND

Panels coated with adhesive ready for 3D pressing process.

For further information tel Hybond on 0800 542 3491. 
Visit www.hybond.org.uk. 

Hybond’s 3D pressing intelligent sensor as 
seen above in black, travels through the 
press providing real-time information to 
Hybond’s technical team

Pressed panels ready for finishing.

NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR WORK PLACE 
DUST EXPOSURE PROTECTION

For further information tel the company on 01223 979200. 
Visit https://dustcanary.com

ACCESS to real-time sampling and monitoring data from workplace 
dust exposure is a game changer for workers, employers and 
occupational hygienists alike.  

Practical dust sampling and monitoring from DustCanary’s new light-
weight wearable devices help to mitigate the risks posed by dust across a 
range of working environments.

 Compact with no sampling tubes, or waist worn pumps avoiding catch 
hazards, real-time visual and audible alarms derived from an innovative 
optical particle counter, warn when a worker is being exposed to 
increased respirable dust, including Respirable Crystalline Silica (RCS).  

Instantaneous information on changing levels of exposure, particularly 
useful for varied work patterns and any change in surroundings, initiates 
action for workers to minimise their own dust exposure.

 Utilising advanced patented air sampling technology developed by the 
Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl) and the University 
of Hertfordshire, DustCanary’s CPAM also allows inhalable dust to 
be monitored over an eight-hour shift in line with Health and Safety 
Executive requirements. 

 Weighing less than 150g and small enough to be worn on a lapel in the 
breathing zone of the worker, DustCanary wearables are convenient to 
wear on a daily basis and, therefore, can provide continuous protection.  

Live data can be used to trend exposure over time and to understand 
hot spots, including changes to exposure levels, due to local exhaust 
ventilation (LEV) performance, change in dust creating process, or in 
dust control processes.  

‘Our wearables are really valuable tools for providing protection 
to workers from dust exposure, whilst also providing protection to 
employers through valuable incites and records of minimised exposure,’ 
says founder and managing director of DustCanary Will Averdieck.
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MAKITA UK is celebrating 50 years of trading in the UK. 
With over 100 years of heritage and since entering the 
UK market in 1972, Makita UK has been at the forefront 
of innovation and delivered a wide range of high-quality, 
durable tools that tradespeople across the country can rely on 
to tackle any job. 

2022 marks the fiftieth anniversary of the opening of 
Makita’s first UK office. For half a century, the company has 
forged a strong presence in the UK with a national network of 
distributors and merchant partners, as well as investment into 
four purpose-built factory service centres and training facilities 
throughout the UK. 

Makita is recognised 
as a market leader 
in the power tool 
market having built 
a reputation for 
delivering best in 
class, quality products 
for professional (and 
personal) use, to 
cover a wide range of 
construction sector 
applications.

With over 100 years 
of experience, the 
company’s dedication 

to and investment in product development has resulted in a 
vast range of cordless machines that deliver the flexibility and 
safety needed for regular, professional use. 

Today, the company offers over 270 LXT and 50 XGT cordless 
models in its portfolio - a huge collection of highly durable 
machines that can tackle any task. With long battery life and 
short charge times, the LXT and XGT ranges ensure faster and 
more efficient work. 

‘We are delighted to be marking our fiftieth year of trading in 
the UK,’ says marketing manager at Makita, Kevin Brannigan.

‘We are incredibly proud of what we have been able to achieve 
since 1972 – and the vast array of cordless products and 
new technologies that we can offer tradespeople to aid their 
productivity and efficiency on site,’ adds Mr Brannigan.

To mark its fiftieth anniversary, Makita UK will be 
announcing a number of exciting promotions and product 
launches throughout the year. 

MAKITA UK MARKS  
50 YEARS OF TRADING

For further information tel Makita on 01908 211 678.  
Visit www.makita.com

MAKITA UK has expanded its offering with the launch of 
two new corded routers. The RP2303F ½in plunge router and 
RT0702C ¼in router trimmer offer the power and precision 
needed to make light work of any woodworking task.
RP2303F ½in plunge router

The RP2303F delivers an impressive no-load speed of up to 
22,000rpm, thus ensuring that it can tackle wood cutting with 
ease. 

This machine features a linear ball bearing plunge system for 
super-smooth action. It has a deep plunge capacity of up to 
70mm and an easy-to-read cutting depth scale, for precision 
work. 

Whatismore, variable speed control and constant speed control 
work to optimise output for maximum cutting efficiency. 

In order to ensure user safety, the RP2303F includes Makita’s 
anti-restart function and an in-built dust collector, so that it can 
easily be connected to an extraction unit. 

The machine can be purchased as machine only (RP2303FC), 
or with a carrying case (RP23030FCJ) and is available in 110V, or 
240V versions.
RT0702CX2 ¼in router trimmer

This slim and ergonomically designed trimmer features four 
different base assemblies for added versatility – users can quickly 
remove the base to install either a trimmer base, tilt the base, or 
plunge base depending on the task. 

The powerful 710W motor delivers up to 34,000rpm and 
thanks to easy depth adjustment, users can always ensure 
precision cutting.

Variable speed control and constant speed control ensure the 
machine is always working at optimum efficiency.

The RT0702CX2 is available in 110V and 240V versions and 
also features Makita’s anti-restart function and in-built dust 
collection, so that it can be connected to an extractor. 

‘The RP2303F and RT0702C are useful tools for any 
woodworker, or general contractor to have in their kit,’ says 
marketing manager at Makita, Kevin Brannigan.

‘These corded machines offer the power and efficiency needed 
for professional use – and will make light work of any wood 
cutting task,’ he adds.

THE RIGHT ROUTER  
ROUTE TO EFFICIENCY

For further information tel Makita on 01908 211 678.  
Visit www.makita.com
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LEADING power tool manufacturer, Makita UK has 
expanded its XGT 40VMax range of machines with the 
launch of the DK0014G two-piece combo kit, DK0172G 
XGT two-piece combo kit, KT001G kettle, KP001G planer, 
HS011G circular saw and VC005GL, VC002GL and 
VC004GL dust extractors. 

The DK0014G and DK0172G XGT 40VMax 2-Piece Combo 
Kits are a “must have” for any tradesperson. They both feature 
two of Makita’s most popular professional cordless power tools 
in a convenient storage solution. 

The DK0014G includes the TD001GZ XGT 40VMax impact 
driver and HP001GZ XGT 40VMax combi drill. 

The DK0172G includes the TD001GZ XGT 40VMax impact 
driver and HP002GZ XGT 40VMax combi drill. 

Both kits also include two 2.5Ah XGT batteries and the 
DC40RA fast charger. Everything is helpfully packed into a 
type 3 Makpac case for easy storage and transportation. 

The kits also come with the 191C10-7 ADP10 charger 
adaptor, so tradespeople can use the DC40RA to charge their 
existing LXT batteries, making it even easier to switch between 
tools and tasks. 

With the TD001GZ close at hand, tradespeople can easily 
remove, or drive screws into harder materials - and the 
HP001GZ and HP002GZ make screwdriving and drilling 
applications easy
KP001G XGT 40VMax planer

The incredibly powerful KP001G is perfect for smooth, 
rough and thin planing. It has a planing width of 82mm and an 
impressive cutting depth of 4mm. 

It can deliver a no-load speed of 15,000rpm for maximum 
efficiency and rapid cutting. With left and right chip ejection, 
the brushless KP001G also features a foot on the base plate to 
raise the base of the machine off the bench, or material when 
not in operation, which protects the workpiece from scratches 
and damage.

In order to ensure user safety, this machine has an electric 
break that works to quickly stop the blade once the tool is 
powered down. 

It also includes Makita’s soft start technology - and an anti-
restart function to prevent accidental start- up. 

Thanks to the inclusion of Makita’s Auto-start Wireless 
System (AWS), the KP001G can also be wirelessly connected 
to a compatible dust extractor via Bluetooth, enabling the 
dust extractor to automatically start when the tool’s trigger is 
engaged. 
HS011G XGT 40VMax (270mm) circular saw

Compatible with a guide rail, this powerful circular saw is 
designed for precision rip cutting and delivers output that is 
equivalent to corded alternatives. 

It has a no-load speed of 3,500rpm, it bevel cuts up to 1 (left) 
and 60 (right) and has a maximum cutting capacity of 101mm 
at 0, 71mm at 45 and 51mm at 60. 

The HS011G features constant speed control that works 
to maintain the blade speed and ensure optimum cutting 
performance. 

In order to ensure user safety, this machine includes AWS 
technology for efficient dust extraction and includes an 
electric brake to quickly slow down the wheel rotation.
VC005GL, VC002GL and VC004GL XGT 40VMax 
dust extractors

The VC005GL, VC002GL and VC004GL dust extractors 
have been developed to offer tradespeople a powerful solution 
for quickly and effortlessly cleaning up at the end of the 
working day. 

All machines deliver a maximum sealed suction of 23kPa and 
have large tank capacities (VC005GL – 8L, VC002GL – 8L and 
VC004GL 15L) to prevent regular work breaks to empty the 
tank. 

The VC002GL and VC004GL also include an automatic 
self-cleaning filter to prevent blockages and to ensure optimum 
efficiency.  

The VC005GL can be used for dry vacuuming and the 
VC002GL and VC004GL are both suitable for vacuuming 
finer, airborne particles. 
KT001G XGT 40VMax kettle

The KT001G kettle is the perfect   companion. It can be 
powered by Makita’s XGT 40VMax batteries, or the PDC1200 
portable power pack to boil water wherever you are on site. 

It is equipped with an anti-spill lock button to prevent 

accidental spills and it stops boiling automatically when the 
kettle, or power supply stand is lifted to ensure safety. It has also 
been designed to provide high heat retention, while keeping the 
kettle surface cool.

Thanks to the carry handle on the power supply stand, the 
KT001G is easy to transport around site. 

‘Our latest 40VMax products join the wider, expanding XGT 
range, which now consists of over 50 models that can all be 
powered using the same XGT batteries,’ says marketing manager 
at Makita, Kevin Brannigan 

‘This means that professionals can effortlessly switch between 
tools and tasks to maximise their on-site productivity and 
efficiency, or even pour themselves a hot cup of tea!’ he adds.

WHAT’S NEW FROM MAKITA:  
ALL THE VERY LATEST

XGT 40VMAX PRODUCTS

For further information tel Makita on 01908 211 678.  
Visit www.makitauk.com
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For further information tel Abtec on 0800 027 1928 or 
01945 585500. Visit www.abtec4abrasives.com

For further information tel Ostermann on 01905 793550. 
Visit www.ostermann.eu

ABTEC is a specialist supplier of abrasives and associated 
products to the woodworking and other industry sectors. 

Working with different sizes of businesses and organisations 
all over the world, the aim of the East Anglian business is to use 
its expertise to formulate the right abrasive product for each 
customer, whatever the work challenge.

Founded in 2002, Abtec is a family business with three 
generations still working for the business. 

With offices in Cambridgeshire and Norfolk, Abtec started out 
very much as a local business, but with the launch of its website 
and monthly newsletter, the abrasives specialist now operates 
throughout the UK and  boasts a growing international client base. 

As a family company, Abtec is quite rightly proud to offer a high 
level of personal service commenting that this is something that 
is central to its ethos.

Working with a diverse customer base imbues Abtec with 
valuable insight and experience, some of which, in turn, is 
brought to bear for its woodworking customer base.

This is perhaps what marks the company out from some of its 
peers, the desire and ability to find the right product specification 
for that customer to create an optimal result for their own 
customer. 

This is achieved in a simple, yet highly effective collaborative 
manner whereby Abtec, in conjunction with its supply partners, 
formulates the ideal abrasive product for its customers based on a 
range of criteria, including:
Efficiency

Producing an abrasive product that achieves the most desirable 
cost/performance benefits for the customer.
Safety

Advising on the safety benefits of branded regulatory abrasive 
products. All of Abtec’s abrasive products used on power tools 
conform to the Organisation for Safety in Abrasives.
Reducing costs

Increased investment in stock helps Abtec keep costs low by 
providing customer stock arrangements and generous quantity 
discounts.
Delivery

Abtec offers a wide range of seamless delivery options for 

customers worldwide from the small package through to 
palletised and containerised shipments.
Training

Abtec prides itself in both its internal staff training and external 
training for its customers. 

The external training for the safe use of abrasives has in 

recent years expanded to include not only UK and Ireland, but 
customers worldwide.
Customer services

One of Abtec’s great strengths is its friendly, knowledgeable 
staff, evidenced by the fact that the company was a finalist in the 
Cambridgeshire Fenland Business Awards for customer services 
and the winner of a top business award for export.

As the company states on its website, it sees itself as a global 
solutions provider and supplier of branded precision abrasive 
products and training for the woodworking industry. 

Abtec’s roster of suppliers includes Norton, SIA Abrasives, 
Hermes, Saint Gobain Abrasives, Tyrolit, Flexovit, Dronco and 
Abracs – all of which are recognised and trusted brands.

In addition to which, evidencing its collaborative outlook, Abtec 
can also help create custom-made solutions for its clients with a 
fast turn-round –  many of whom often see performance gains 
and a quicker return on investment than imagined. 

All this makes a tangible difference for Abtec customers 
underlining the Cambridgeshire and Norfolk company’s 
customer-first perspective.

WOODS in lighter nuances, such as larch, ash, maple, or 
birch, can be seen in increasing frequency lately, according to 
Ostermann. Meeting this trend, Ostermann is offering an array 
of different ABS furniture edgings with light wood decors.

Light woods allow for versatile combinations, offering a great 
match to the lately popular super matt plain colours in subtle 
blue, or green shades and complementing the trend colour, black. 

When combined, these colours evoke the Scandinavian style – 
furniture made of light woods, restrained colours for walls and 
fabrics, and accentuation through black metal elements.

In order to implement the style on furniture, Ostermann 
recommends the ABS edgings: Frêne Scandinave wooden 
structured, Mainau Birch minipearl, Royal Maple minipearl, or 
the Sand Lyon Ash wooden structured edging.

Customers who prefer a little more grain in the decor should 
use the ABS edging, Mountain Larch brown wooden structured. 
The realistic interplay of lighter and darker parts gives the 
surfaces of furniture a compelling look, without dominating 
larger areas too much.

Ostermann supplies all mentioned edgings in standard 
dimensions of 23mm, 33mm, 43mm and 100mm and in 
thicknesses of 1mm or 2 mm. 
Highlight: ABS edging Mountain Larch brown wooden 
structured

Larch is quite a special wood type. Botanically, it belongs to 
the Pinaceae, or pine family. Being one of the hardest coniferous 
woods, it can be used for a variety of purposes, such as structural 
or furniture timber.

Wood colour and structure are characterised by a regular 
change between light spring wood and darker, sharply delineated 
summerwood. 

Since real larch wood darkens quite a bit under the influence of 
light, the ABS edging Brown Mountain Larch wooden structured 
has proven a good fit for all manner of different types of 
furniture construction.

The deeply brushed decor finish additionally allows you to feel 
the furniture’s texture, thereby adding character and authenticity 
to a room.

Ash: ABS edging Frêne Scandinave
All those who wish to endow light furniture with an explicitly 

Scandinavian look are advised by the Ostermann experts to try 
the soft-pale edging Frêne Scandinave. The edging’s restrained 
decor combines the characteristics of classic ash wood with a 
typically Scandinavian pallor.
Birch: ABS edging Mainau Birch mini-pearl

Birch wood seems to be made for the light and friendly home 
style. After all, birch plays an important role in Scandinavian 
furniture making. 

With its hardly visible grain and yellowish white colour, the 
ABS edging, Mainau Birch minipearl, presents a very light and 
elegant solution for Scandinavian furnishings.
Maple: ABS edging Royal Maple minipearl

For those seeking an edging with a delicate grain, use the Royal 
Maple minipearl variant. The soft transitions between the fine 
light brown lines, slightly tending towards reddish tones, give 
the light basic colour of the edging vigour without dominating it 
too much. The result is a classic maple decor which seems very 
natural.
Ash: Sand Lyon Ash wooden structured

The soft wood grain of the ash gives the sand-coloured edging 
a restrained but, nevertheless, warm colour. Due to a slight 
tinge of grey on the edging, it can be combined very well with 
unobtrusive grey colours, but equally well with stronger greenish, 
or bluish plain colours.

AWARD-WINNING EXPERT PROVIDES 
OPTIMAL ABRASIVES SOLUTIONS

Ostermann’s ABS edging Mountain Larch brown wooden 
structured was applied here. The realistic interplay of lighter 
and darker parts gives the surfaces of furniture a compelling 
look, without dominating larger areas too much.

OSTERMANN’S TREND TIP - ABS 
EDGINGS WITH LIGHT WOOD DECORS
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USERS of Altendorf sliding table saws and Hebrock edge-
banders can now benefit from even faster and more efficient 
Altendorf Group service. 

The new service app is the digital customer interface to 
Altendorf. It will also be the future platform for further digital 
offerings from the Altendorf Group.

In the interests of increasing efficiency and availability, 

production environments and processes in the processing of 
wood is becoming increasingly digitalised. The support and 
service of production technology is also subject to increasing 
digitalisation. 

In order to reduce support and service paths for users, the 
Altendorf Group offers a digital and direct channel to the 
proven Altendorf service: the new myALTENDORFGROUP 
app. 

After registering, customers can directly access the data of 
their own Altendorf and Hebrock machines, as well as machine 
documentation and training videos. 

If, for example, the Altendorf sliding table saw or the Hebrock 
edge-banding machine is malfunctioning, the app can used 
to contact an Altendorf service technician directly via chat, or 
video support. 

He then can directly provide digital support via chat, or video 
call. Spare parts can also be requested and ordered directly via 
the app. With the help of the displayed service history, it is very 
easy to access all past service cases.

‘The new myALTENDORFGROUP app makes it even 
easier for our customers to contact us. We can provide direct 
assistance via video support and thus contribute to fast 

machine availability,’ says head of service at the Altendorf 
Group, Jörg Woestkamp. 

‘Of course, personal contact with our customers is always a 
central priority for us, so the app is 
an extension of our existing personal 
customer communication,’ he adds.

In a further step, the app will also 
be made available to Altendorf Group 
dealers worldwide as their own 
support tool.

The myALTENDORFGROUP app 
is available now for iOS and Android.

For further information tel Altendorf on 0049 571 9550 134.  
Visit www.altendorfgroup.com/myaltendorfgroup

ALTENDORF GROUP INTRODUCES NEW 
SERVICE APP FOR END CUSTOMERS

FOUNDED by the late Kevin 
Wright, Leadermac UK is the 
result of over 45 years’ experience 
in the woodworking industry. 

To this day, the company 
continues to invest in its strong 
passion for the sector, together 
with an extensive knowledge of 
market requirements, positioning 
Leadermac UK as an ideal partner 
for those working within this field.
Planer/moulders

Established in 2001, Leadermac 
UK offers a range of high-quality 
planer/moulders and associated 
woodworking machinery. From the 
entry-level Smartmac through to 
the 300m/min Super Thundermac, 
Leadermac UK covers a multitude 
of bases. 

The company also produces 
customised machinery and handling 
equipment, aiming for high quality 
and maximum safety with a UK-
wide network of engineers on hand to 
assist with all breakdowns and servicing.
The company’s customer base ranges from 
the UK and Ireland to the Middle East and 
Africa. 

Leadermac UK offers a vast range of 
new woodworking machinery from some 
of the world’s leading manufacturers, 
comprehensive rebuilding and upgrading 
packages, together with a complete range 
of used and fully reconditioned machinery. 
In addition, the company  offers complete 
turnkey factory solutions worldwide.
Continued growth & new 
opportunities

With the appointment of Martyn Cotterill 
as general manager – a City & Guilds 
qualified wood machinist and bench 
joiner; accounts manager, Vicky Bailey 
and sales executive, Fred Wright; who 
work alongside long-term employee and 
office manager, Tracey Duke, Leadermac 
continues to move forward.

The company has recently carried out 

several large-scale installations at some of 
the UK’s leading timber processors. 

Leadermac strives to discover new 
opportunities in an increasingly 
competitive market, evolving over time 
and finding specific solutions based on 
customer needs.
New website & online shop

The company’s most recent achievement 
is the launch of dedicated new website 
and online shop, which features a 
comprehensive range of spare parts and 
consumables, all in stock for immediate 
dispatch. 

In addition, Leadermac UK offers spares 
support throughout the operational life of 
all equipment they manufacture, as well 
as being the only factory-approved UK 
distributor of genuine Leadermac parts. 

The online shop allows customers to 
order parts quickly and easily, find the 
specific part required in no time at all, as 
well as offering fast delivery times on stock 
parts and 24-hour availability.

LEADERMAC UK HAS 
YOU COVERED

The Leader mac team, clockwise from top 
left, general manager, Martyn Cotterill, office 
manager, Tracey Duke, sales executive, Fred 
Wright and accounts manager, Vicky Bailey.

For further information tel Leadermac UK on 01942 859933. 
Visit www.leadermac.uk.com.

The compact 24m/min moulder

The Speedmac 60-80m/min moulder

The Thundermac 80-150m/min jointed moulder.
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For further information tel Makita on 01908 211678.  
Visit www.makitauk.com.

LEADING power tool manufacturer, Makita UK 
has introduced new cordless finishing sanders to its 
range. 

Delivering increased efficiency and mobility 
to woodworkers, the 18V DBO381 and DBO380 
brushless finishing sanders join the company’s growing 
line-up of LXT battery powered, cordless tools.  

Featuring three speed settings (4,000/8,000/ 12,000 
OPM) to match the speed to the application, both 
models provide up to 50 minutes of run time on a 
single 6.0Ah battery. 

The 18V sanders have been engineered for efficient 
sanding with an impressive 2mm orbit that removes 
material quickly for a swirl free, flawless finish. 

For improved efficiency and user mobility, the 
DBO381ZU features Makita’s Auto-start Wireless 
System (AWS), so that the sander can be paired with a 
compatible vacuum for on demand dust extraction. 

Utilising Bluetooth technology, AWS wirelessly 
powers the extraction unit on and off using the tool 
trigger. 

Furthermore, a dust box is provided with the tool as 
standard and the extraction port allows for connection 

to any dust extraction system. For corner sanding, the 
front grip is detachable and the tool-less paper clamp 
fastening system allows for quick paper changes and 
secure fastening. 

Constant speed control maintains the operating 
speed under load, optimising operation and providing 
the user with an even finish. 

‘We are pleased to offer woodworkers more efficient 
working with our new LXT cordless finishing 
sanders,’ says marketing manager at Makita UK, Kevin 
Brannigan.

‘The tools feature an impressive brushless motor that 
enables fast material removal and an ergonomic grip 
for comfortable operation with either one hand, or two 
hands. 

‘The sanders join an expanding range of over 270 
LXT tools that offer professionals the flexibility to 
seamlessly switch between tasks, using just one battery 
system, with a cordless solution for every type of 
application,’ adds Mr Brannigan.

THE knottec system from Power Adhesives is the fastest way 
to repair knot defects and other forms of deep wood damage.

Knots and deep scratches in wood can be filled quickly and 
easily using a special knot-filling adhesive that is applied with a 
12mm tec hot-melt glue gun. 

The system also includes a pair of handy heat-sink blocks that 
can be used to create a “form” around any knot holes that go 
through, or are on the edge of areas of wood that need repair.

Once the damaged area has been filled, the knottec knot-
filling adhesive takes just minutes to cool before the excess can 
be trimmed with a flush plane tool, such as the Mouseplane. 
The repaired area can then be sanded, painted, or treated as 
normal, achieving a high-quality finish to the 
restored wood.

As it’s so tough, knottec is perfect for making 
repairs to wood flooring, doors, window 
frames, furniture and more. This knot-filling 
adhesive is also available in 15 different 
colours to help users achieve the best colour 
match possible.

This unique repair process for knot defects 
and other forms of deep wood damage can 
now be used with the fully portable b-tec 308 
and 808 glue guns.

The compact b-tec 308 and the larger, higher 
output b-tec 808 battery-powered glue guns 
both feature an Eco-mode setting that will 
significantly extend the battery life for any 
given battery size.

B-tec 308 users can work for up to 5 hours, 
uninterrupted, while b-tec 808 users can work 
for up to 3.5 hours.

The b-tec cordless glue guns have been 

designed to use the widely available Ryobi 18V ONE+ range of 
lithium+ batteries and chargers.

When used with a Badaptor battery adaptor, customers can 
use their 18V DeWalt, Makita, Milwaukee, Bosch Professional, 
Ridgid, or AEG battery with their b-tec cordless glue gun, or in 
any tool that takes a Ryobi 18V battery.

Power Adhesives offers a choice of two additional mains-
powered 12mm glue guns for use with the knottec system – the 
light industrial tec 305 and the professional tec 820 – as well as 
the Mouseplane tool for trimming away excess glue.

Cost-effective knottec kits, containing everything users need 
to get started in a practical carry case, are also available.

Power Adhesives manufactures its expansive range of 
industrial glue guns and high performance shaped hot-melt 
adhesives at its Basildon plant in the UK. Its products are sold 
through a network of specialist distributors around the world.

A continuous programme of research and development 
ensures that the company continues to meet the ever changing 
needs of industry, with innovative solutions like the knottec 
system.

POWER ADHESIVES’ KNOT-FILLING SYSTEM 
IDEAL TO RESTORE DAMAGED WOOD

A FINE FINISH WITH MAKITA 

For further information tel Power Adhesives on 01268 
885800. Visit www.poweradhesives.com

Power Adhesives’ unique knottec system

The knottec kit contains everything users need to get started 
in a practical carry case
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FIVE years after selling their first 
company, Cades Ltd, Steve and Helen 
Rhodes decided to set up again in 
business and have just celebrated their 
first successful year of trading.

After the sale of Cades to a competitor, 
Steve stayed with the new owners, while 
Helen pursued other business interests 
before deciding to set up Ideal Extraction 
Ltd, which started trading in October 
2020.

‘I have worked in the dust extraction 
industry for over 30 years and have been 
fortunate to work with some of the largest 
woodworking manufacturing companies 
in the UK,’ says Steve.

‘It is important to customers to be able 
to trust that you will deliver a solution, 
which performs well,’ says Steve.

‘We work hard to bring projects in within 
a customer’s budget, but only if the system 
will deliver what the customer needs.

‘I’ve built up a great deal of trust with 
clients over the years. Over the past few 
months many of them have been back 
in touch for help with new systems and 
maintenance of their existing plant, which 
has given us a great start,’ adds Steve 
Rhodes.

Ideal Extraction is the sole UK agent 
for the Moldow range of dust extraction 
products.

‘It’s great to be working with Moldow 
again – the company’s fans and filters 
are exceptionally high quality and have 
amazing longevity, giving years of trouble-
free operation,’ says Helen.

Ideal Extraction offers a full range of 
services, including new system design and 
installation, system modification, planned 
preventative maintenance, reactive repairs, 
LEV testing and the supply of a wide range 
of spares.

WOOD coatings should provide the final product with 
sufficient protection, as well as an attractive appearance. 
The paint layers must be applied perfectly to the surface to 
prevent stains, wear, orange peel and blistering. As an expert 
in wood coating, Sames Kremlin offers different approaches 
for each coating.

When applying stain, the focus is on refining the wood by 
highlighting the grains, harmonising differences in colour tone 
and preventing colour changes over time.

The Airspray product range from Sames Kremlin delivers the 
best results and revolutionises stain application with the help of 
the patented Vortex and Restrictor technologies.

Thanks to refined and more efficient atomisation, they 
prevent common problems, such as staining 
and streaking, halo effects, disharmony in 
colour matching and shadowing. 

They achieve good coverage of hard-to-reach 
areas and, due to minimum overspray, provide 
better working conditions and reduced 
maintenance in the booth. Fast coating in 
just a few passes is possible without having to 
sacrifice a perfect coat of paint.

Primers are used as an intermediate step in 
the coating process to ensure even penetration 
and distribution of stain and topcoat into the 
wood. Usually PU, acrylic, cellulose and H2O 
primers are used here and a single sealing coat 
on solid wood is usually sufficient.

For this coating step, Sames Kremlin 
recommends Airless atomisation in 
combination with the Skill nozzles. 

This technology from Sames Kremlin uses 

only half as much material pressure as usual and thus reduces 
evaporation, reduces bubble formation and produces a high-
quality surface. 

The low speed of the paint particles with the Skill nozzle 
technology allows a shorter distance to the object and results in 
less overspray. A better transfer rate is achieved and the paint 
film thickness is higher.

Finally, a top coat is applied to enhance the aesthetics of the 
workpiece. or to provide final protection against dust, dirt and 
UV. This creates a solid and colourless film, which is usually 
applied in a single layer at the end.

Thanks to the low paint particle velocity and the additional 

0.5 bar atomising air, the Airmix® technology binds sufficient 
solvent to the paint particle during application. 

The 0.5 bar of additional air accompanies the paint particle 
all the way to the substrate, preventing air from circulating 
around the particles from the outside and allowing the solvent 
to evaporate.

When applying clear or top coat, the solvent helps to smooth 
the paint for a particularly glossy and even finish. Airmix® 
technology thus prevents the solvent from evaporating and 
causing problems, such as orange peel.

IDEAL EXTRACTION CELEBRATES 
FIRST YEAR OF TRADING 

THE OPTIMAL APPLICATION SOLUTION 
FOR SOLID WOOD COATINGS

For further information visit www.sames-kremlin.com

For further information tel Ideal Extraction on 01943 700007.  
Visit www.idealextraction.co.uk

Large electrical control panel being installed as part of the early stages of a new filter installation.  
The panel has 3 x 90 kW inverters and a built-in Moldow Energy Management System.

New filter and conveyor system installation in North Wales. The system feeds into a 
biomass heating plant – the local authority imposed strict criteria on noise levels.

New headers and ductwork installation to suit a 
new edge-bander at a site in Teeside.
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